Russia's engagement with Asian peoples and cultures forms a topic whose boundaries have yet to be thoroughly explored, particularly in the relationship between Russian and Asian architecture. As an artifact demanding significant resources as well as building skills, architecture involves numerous factors related to social, cultural, economic and technological history. The present article will point to specific instances, primarily in eighteenth-century Siberian church architecture that suggest a Russian receptivity to east Asian ornamentation. Russia is a Eurasian power, and it is plausible that the growth of trade between Russia and eastern Asia (especially China) in the eighteenth century would have fostered possibilities for cultural transference. Such exchange, it will be argued, seems to have occurred in the realm of architecture, in which decorative motifs could be observed, disseminated (even in printed form) and copied at significant points along Russia's Asian pathways.
The most visible elements on the facade of the Savior Church are the high ogival pediments (often referred to as "fiery," because of their resemblance to flames) above the main windows ( Fig. 2) . A similar motif appeared on the northeast chapel of the Trinity Church in Tiumen (Fig. 3 But the wealth of Irkutsk was also reflected in its churches, whose construction had been supported by merchants from the town's earliest days 20 . This Even within this designation, there are significant (Fig. 19) . Nonetheless, there are substantial differences in articulation and implementation. Furthermore, the Totma churches lack the more elaborate façade elements--for example, the complex portals--present in Siberian churches in the Enisei River basin (at Irkutsk, Posolskoe, and Eniseisk, for example). Architects and builders working for local patrons such as Irkutsk merchants would logically have drawn upon regional sources for façade ornamentation, Verkhneudinsk. The facade ornamentation, however, is of a different order (Fig. 25) . The most remarkable feature of the Transfiguration Church is its elevated west portal (Fig. 27) , with an elaborate profiled frame (Fig. 28) . Decorative molded brick is placed in complex, layered patterns with ogival points that emphasize the presence of a shrine.
Unfortunately, the Transfiguration Church was
Here one sees direct comparisons with such monuments in Eniseisk as the Church of the Trinity (Fig. 29) , begun in 1772, completed on the exterior in 1776, and on the interior in The question of architectural derivation at Posolskoe remains a matter for speculation.
One specialist has stated unequivocally that the In particular, the traditional ascending form of the stupa, with a pointed, ogival shape resembles both the designs of window pediments and facade ornamentation between church windows. It can be assumed that these motifs express no Buddhist The original log church, dedicated to an icon of the saints brought from Velikii Ustiug, was replaced in the middle of the eighteenth century by a brick structure that was among the most interesting examples of Irkutsk architecture. Despite its official landmark status granted in 1925, the church was closed and destroyed in the 1930s. See Kalinina, Pravoslavnye khramy, 137-39.
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